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October 17, 2011

SAFETY BULLETIN

Re: Materials storage on Non-Stop scaffolding

Background: 
Some safety standards state: "Materials shall not be stored on scaffolds or runways in excess of needs for 
normal placement operations or in excess of safe load limits." The rationale is that conventional frame 
scaffolding, consisting of many working levels, could be stocked ahead with materials for several days’ 
work, which could exceed the allowable load limit on the scaffold structure. 

Non-Stop scaffolding is classified as “Self-contained adjustable scaffold” (OSHA) and “Adjustable 
scaffold” (ANSI, EM-385), consisting of a single work platform that climbs a tower. This bulletin does 
not apply to conventional frame scaffolding with multiple work platforms.

1. Land materials on the work platform as they are consumed by the masons.
2. The maximum allowable pallet load is 3,500 pounds, stocked in every other bay. The scaffold must be 
assembled and erected according to the!manufacturer's Assembly and Use Manual.!Never exceed the 
maximum allowable load on the planks for the span used.
3. Do not stock more materials on the platform after work has ceased for the day. The materials remaining 
on the scaffolding may be left in place overnight provided the maximum allowable load is not exceeded. 
4. The scaffolding must be tied to the wall according to the Non-Stop’s Assembly and Use Manual.
5. If storms or high winds are expected overnight, materials deemed likely to blow away should be 
secured.
6. When used according to the!manufacturer's Assembly and Use Manual, the scaffold is pre-engineered 
up to 200' high, no special plans or calculations are necessary.!

The scaffolding can be considered to be overloaded if there is more than one pallet of materials weighing 
3,500 pounds in every other bay.

If any questions arise, please don't hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Justin Breithaupt, Jr.
Non-Stop Scaffolding, Inc.






